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CrossFit Keep Charging moves into Parking Garage 6

ALIANA ZAMORANO
Contributing Writer
aliamo@fiusm.com

For CrossFit fans, the University opened its own CrossFit Keep Charging and Campus Chiropractic Aug. 31.

CrossFit Keep Charging, a CrossFit recreation center that offers classes with trained coaches, is located on the west side of Parking Garage Six, along with Campus Chiropractic, a chiropractic-physical rehab center.

“This is definitely going to be a community-based environment where people can come in and learn something new,” said Mike Ramirez, head coach and manager of the CrossFit program. “It’s going to create friendships and bring something new to campus life.”

The new state of the art fitness center is fully equipped with the resources needed to train for CrossFit, strongman and gymnastics.

As of now, the center has close to 100 enrolled members and, according to Ramirez, there will be a limit to the amount of memberships the facility can accommodate.

“We have a huge discount promotion for our first semester here,” said Ramirez. “Students can get 20 percent off, and pay a cost as low as $97 a month.”

Other discounts are also available for faculty, alumni and the general public within this first semester.

Regular rates average to $150 a month, depending on the monthly package. Class drop-in options are available for those with crossfit experience not wanting to commit to a membership, but wanting to participate in a class. A drop-in fee of $20 for the general public allows accesses to any class.

“I did CrossFit in high school and it’s been a form of exercise for me,” said Orlando Delleria, a junior biology major.

“I think it really helps prepare

Foot fetishist case leads to arrest

CAMILA FERNANDEZ
News Director
camila.fernandez@fiusm.com

A short statement on a foot fetish suspect was released Tuesday evening by Alexander Casas, FIU police chief.

Police received a report and a photograph of an unknown individual with foot fetishism laying under a table at the Miami-Dade Free Library campus library Saturday, Aug. 29.

It states: “Based on recent media coverage of a suspicious incident at the Modesto A. Maidique Campus, the Crime Stoppers program received multiple tips leading to the identity of the person involved. This matter was investigated jointly by members of the Miami-Dade Police Department along with the FIU Police Department. On Tuesday afternoon, a member of the public saw the person and called Miami-Dade Police.”

Police officers saturated the area and located the individual riding a scooter. The individual attempted to flee and was apprehended and arrested.

FIUPD appreciates the involvement of the concerned citizens of Miami-Dade County, who provided the information that led to this arrest.

The reporter said the person appeared to be smelling the feet of a female student sitting at the table; however, the student said she was not aware of the person’s presence, according to FIUPD.

There were no other reports and no known victims.
NATION & WORLD BRIEFS

Movement against sexual assault is in ‘much better place,’ activists say

When Kristen Houser joined a rally against sexual violence at Pennsylvania State University two decades ago, the women encountered jeers from male students to “go back to the kitchen” and limited support from campus officials. But she saw the scene at a national sexual assault conference in Los Angeles earlier this month, she said, and it was nothing like the first time. The next time she was prepared for a repeat of what she had seen.

Voting machine study finds problems, but not ones easily fixed

Finding that many of the nation’s voting machines are “perilously close” to the end of their useful life, a study of voting systems in all 50 states recommended a series of steps that could be undertaken before voters cast their ballots in coming elections. It estimating that as a $1 billion problem, the experts from the Brennan Center for Justice at New York University’s School of Law said it likely was too late to replace equipment in most places before the 2016 election.

Stanford Business School dean steps down after assault conference in Los Angeles

After months in the shadows, a high-staked drama of sex and betrayal among the loftiest echelons of Stanford University burst into the open Monday, as the school announced that Garth Saloner would step down as dean of the Graduate School of Business. The shocking announcement came shortly before a news report linking the South African-born economist to a wrongful treatment suit by a former Stanford professor whose wife was allegedly having an affair with Saloner.

To settle litigation brought by environmental groups, the Navy has agreed to curtail use of sonar in the Pacific and has violated federal environmental laws when it decided that the Navy’s training would have a “negligible impact” marine life.

Navy agrees to restrict offshore training to protect marine mammals

Franca Reynolds

The new app allows users to search for nearby events, view details about them, and share the information with others.

Ismael Rodriguez
Contributing Writer

University presents annual TEDxFIU talks

The Beacon – Thursday, September 17, 2015

The University prepares for inspiring conversations at this year’s fourth annual TEDxFIU. Since its day-view 31 years ago in a small conference room in Monterey, California, Technology, Entertainment and Design talks have expanded into something much more.

Some of the world’s leading thinkers have been a part of TED’s 18-minute shows. Speakers include renowned entrepreneur Bill Gates and Al Gore, 45th vice president of the U.S. and environmentalist.

Universities across the country have partaken in the movement as a way to enlighten their student population. The event was first introduced to FIU Nov. 5, 2012 and has evolved into an FIU tradition.

Previous speakers at the University include high school English teacher David Menasche, who recently passed away due to terminal brain cancer. His diagnosis forced him to leave the classroom.

Despite his cancer, Menasche decided to visit his former students to see what impact he had on them. He wrote about his experience in his book, “The Priority List.”

Other speakers include Xiuzhi Peng, who distributed 250 solar powered lights to different villages in India, where there is little energy. Alexa Chavyara shared her Butterfly Project, which aims to reduce the number of depression and self-harm effects.

“For the last three years, faculty, alumni and students at FIU have taken to the TEDxFIU stages to share ideas and performances from the FIU community,” said Eduardo Merille, marketing and new media director.

“Our last three live events were all sold out and the videos produced from these events have received over half a million views via the official TED Talks YouTube channel,” Merille said.

This year, TEDxFIU is going with a theme coined, “Always Forward, a nod to the future.” The slogan celebrates the University’s 50 years anniversary to remind students about the importance of thinking forward, according to the TEDxFIU website.

To satisfy the theme, the TEDxFIU Selection Committee sat down and chose from a variety of speakers, all with great ideas and dominance in their field of expertise.

One of the chosen speakers, Carolyn Runowicz, a doctor and an innovative ovarian cancer researcher, looks forward to the event where she will share about her treatment research.

She said she has prepared a speech to enlighten students and faculty next to her co-researcher Sakhra Khirov, Engineering and Electrical professor.

“The treatment is very novel and innovative. [Khirov and I] are very excited with the results that we have obtained in the lab, and in mouse models,” said Runowicz.

“We have developed a method that seems to treat the cancer cell and spare the normal cells. Of course we have more studies in the lab and eventually in patients, but the concept and results today are very exciting,” she said.

Making his fourth appearance as host for TEDxFIU, Alberto Padron will introduce a lineup of speakers that include: hip-hop artist Reggie Barll, an independent recording artist from Miami and Todd Crowell, a level expert and Southeast Environmental Research Center director.

Children’s advocate, Nelson Hincapié will talk about his 15 years of experience dealing with foster kids. Rhett Williamson will discuss new and improved methods for the analysis of inks, which helps trace fraudulent documents, including tailgates and campus life events, which helps trace fraudulent documents, according to the website.

Following Williamson is autism philanthropist Patricia Kaysner, an FIU graduate who will talk about why she started a non-profit organization, which focuses on helping to enhance the quality of life of autistic people through music.

Aileen Marty, FIU Health clinical lab director, who has helped combat against Ebola, and Jonathan Wynn-Strachan, founder of 60 Minutes of Art will also speak at the event.

Students will be able to purchase tickets online. An announcement will be made providing information for tickets this month.

The next TEDxFIU will take place November 5 at the Wertheim Performing Arts Center.

CrossFit now on campus

FIT, PAGE 1

your body for any sport. It will be very committees to have a center on campus,” said Delleria.

Sydney Pena, a senior psychology major, disagrees. She thinks that since the University already has a gym membership covered by tuition, the center is unnecessary.

“Our passion for CrossFit when you are already paying for the FIU rec center is overkill,” she said. “It may be a different workout style, but it’s still money.”

Even interested can enroll in a free first class.

Along with the new CrossFit gym, a physical therapy suite has opened next door.

Campus Chiropactic offers physical exams for University students, faculty and the general public. The clinic is currently offering free spinal exams for anyone who signs up.

“People can come in and find out about any biomechanical parts of their body like their backs, ankles or hips,” said Richard Sampers, chiropactic physician and partner at the clinic. “We encourage patients to come in and make sure their bodies are performing at their fullest.”

According to Sampers, the clinic works with the CrossFit gym, emphasizing the importance of listening to coaches and coming into the clinic for any strange aches or pains.

“You really need to listen to your body,” Sampers said.

According to Ramirez, who’s also the head coach, CrossFit Keep Kicking will be offered several times a week on campus, including tailgates and campus life events, to promote the new program.

“It’s a good way to get people to be in the environment and get out their comfort zone,” he said.
Sea ice loss could mean the death of polar bears

ANA BARRIOS
Contributing Writer
opinion@fiusm.com

As global warming causes temperatures to increase, bringing about unbearable heat here in Miami, polar bears in cold climate areas are struggling to survive.

Recent studies show that polar bears do not have the metabolism to adapt to a warming world.

Polar bears depend on ever-melting sea ice for denning; female polar bears create dens during the fall in order to give birth, then emerge in spring once their newborn cubs are strong enough to trek upon the sea ice.

Polar bears also depend on the sea ice for hunting, as it gives access to their main food source: seals. However, because sea ice is melting, many bears enter a state called “walking hibernation.”

Walking hibernation is a state polar bears undertake during the summer and fall when they can’t access food without lowering their body temperature. As a result, this causes their metabolism to slow.

Polar bears lose their strength if they do not receive the daily calorie intake they need to survive the Arctic cold during the winter.

Low metabolism risks a polar bear’s ability to resist the cold. As temperatures decrease during the winter, the bears don’t have the strength to survive due to starvation and not being able to store up enough fat reserves to keep warm.

With sea ice melting and cutting off access to hunting grounds, some polar bears have no choice but to take dire yet grotesque measures: eat each other.

Having no way of hunting prey and suffering from starvation while waiting to see if any food would come to them, some polar bears have turned toward cannibalism: one of them will live while the other ends up being dinner.

If the ice loss isn’t resolved, the bears might be forced to eat their own young, thereby directing their own population toward extinction to the point where future generations of humans might never see a single polar bear in the wild.

This is one of the reasons why the polar bear population is decreasing, which has caused it to be under a vulnerable state – polar bears are a threatened species.

Sea ice loss also affects polar bears by forcing them to swim longer distances as they struggle to find land; they burn too much energy while swimming, thus get tired easily and could possibly drown.

The average distance a polar bear can swim is 155 kilometers, according to researchers who performed a study on polar bears in the southern Beaufort Sea off Alaska.

Even with that much strength, it is hard for bears to find land - partially melted, crumbling ice does not provide enough stability under a bear’s weight.

No ice means polar bears have no choice but to keep swimming until they can find land, increasing their risk of drowning.

For the purpose of helping polar bears from sea ice losses, a solution suggested by a number of people is the installation of floating platforms.

Floating platforms can keep polar bears from drowning by providing stability and a place to rest. Unfortunately, rafts are not a viable solution, since they won’t solve their hunting dilemma. The rafts would not provide polar bears a chance to catch prey, but simply block them from gathering food.

Polar bears also rely on the ice for breeding and denning. Female polar bears create dens during the fall to give birth, then emerge from their dens in spring when the cubs are strong enough.

Sea ice is also important not only to provide a way for polar bears to obtain food, but as an integral part of the Arctic ecosystem.

Within the ice, salt generates bubbles which allow microorganisms to grow - they play a significant role in the arctic food chain. So, floating platforms are not a good idea to use for saving the bears - they would block them from retrieving the necessary nutrients they need to live.

Each day that passes by, a polar bear suffers because of the burning of fossil fuels. With the melting of sea ice comes the risk of sea levels rising and polar bears dying from hunger and drowning.

If carbon emissions aren’t reduced, wild polar bears will cease to exist by the end of the century.

To give polar bears a future, we should be a part of saving our planet and find ways in becoming green so they can be protected. The life of all polar bears depends on us changing our ways.

Sea World article gets facts wrong

I often read The Beacon and quite enjoy keeping up with the ins and outs of FIU and the local community. However, when I read Ariel Weinstein’s column “SeaWorld: Always two sides to a story,” published Sept. 3, I had to sit up in my seat and really digest the fact that my eyes were not deceiving me.

Weinstein started her opinion piece by stating: “For as far back as I can remember, my strongest passion in life has been animals.” She goes on to say that she was offered a job at SeaWorld and accepted, for which I congratulate Weinstein.

The basis of her acceptance, however, was made after receiving validation from SeaWorld that their treatment of their aquatic wildlife was other than she had personally assumed after viewing the movie “Blackfish,” a documentary about the capture orcas from the wild by SeaWorld, and their subsequent mistreatment of orcas while in captivity.

Apparently, Weinstein received sufficient information from SeaWorld to satisfy her doubts–an article I assume was written in the hopes that readers would agree with the notion that there are “always two sides to a story.”

My response to the title of the piece is: There are more than two sides to a story. There is SeaWorld’s version, the “Blackfish” version and the version by the orcas captured against their will and cannot speak for themselves. Somewhere in the middle lies a true story.

Regardless of whose version of the story we want to believe, the truth will never change in that these orcas were once free mammals, roaming the waters of the North Pacific Ocean. The young orcas were hunted, placed in transportation containers on ships and transported miles away from their homes and families, whom they would never see again.

Now, I ask you to give this some thought. Close your eyes and envision the scene of chaos, of parents frantically trying to save their children. Second, I ask you to compare this orca situation to another human situation, where one species of mammal rounded up his same species to transport elsewhere.

This type capture reflects the capture of men, women and children who were hunted in Africa and forced into slavery. It mirrors how slaves were chained and their movement restricted. It mirrors the idea that these orcas were once free mammals, roaming the waters of the North Pacific Ocean. The young orcas were hunted, placed in transportation containers on ships and transported miles away from their homes and families, whom they would never see again.

I, too, have read SeaWorld’s version of the story, “Blackfish,” the “false” version by SeaWorld that their treatment of their aquatic wildlife was other than she had personally assumed after viewing the movie “Blackfish,” a documentary about the capture orcas from the wild by SeaWorld, and their subsequent mistreatment of orcas while in captivity.

Weinstein started her opinion piece by stating: “For as far back as I can remember, my strongest passion in life has been animals.” She goes on to say that she was offered a job at SeaWorld and accepted, for which I congratulate Weinstein.

The basis of her acceptance, however, was made after receiving validation from SeaWorld that their treatment of their aquatic wildlife was other than she had personally assumed after viewing the movie “Blackfish,” a documentary about the capture orcas from the wild by SeaWorld, and their subsequent mistreatment of orcas while in captivity.

Apparently, Weinstein received sufficient information from SeaWorld to satisfy her doubts–an article I assume was written in the hopes that readers would agree with the notion that there are “always two sides to a story.”

My response to the title of the piece is: There are more than two sides to a story. There is SeaWorld’s version, the “Blackfish” version and the version by the orcas captured against their will and cannot speak for themselves. Somewhere in the middle lies a true story.

Regardless of whose version of the story we want to believe, the truth will never change in that these orcas were once free mammals, roaming the waters of the North Pacific Ocean. The young orcas were hunted, placed in transportation containers on ships and transported miles away from their homes and families, whom they would never see again.

Now, I ask you to give this some thought. Close your eyes and envision the scene of chaos, of parents frantically trying to save their children. Second, I ask you to compare this orca situation to another human situation, where one species of mammal rounded up his same species to transport elsewhere.

This type capture reflects the capture of men, women and children who were hunted in Africa and forced into slavery. It mirrors how slaves were chained and their movement or escape restricted. It mirrors how slaves were loaded onto ships and transported to America to perform slave duties for others.

Claire D. Scott-Bacon
Student
Psychology

To read the full letter, visit fiusm.com.
Early in the evening, the gallery was already beginning to flood with art lovers who were captured by Carlos Estevez’s work and his contemporary way of viewing the world around him.

‘Celestial Traveler’ on display at Frost Art Museum

CRISTINA JATIB
Contributing Writer
life@fiusm.com

The Frost Art Museum welcomed artists to display a compilation of their best work, from giant urban-style tapestries to a collection of Everglades landscape paintings.

One of the more unique galleries, and a main attraction for the museum, is the “Celestial Traveler” exhibition by Carlos Estevez, a contemporary Cuban painter and an experimental mixed media artist.

The exhibit showcases an eclectic collection of different forms of artwork that he has worked on for years as he experimented with expressing different thoughts on the universe, religion, emotions and other topics. Viewers are provoked to think on an existential level, trying to guess the meanings behind Estevez’s intricate and symbolic pieces.

Upon entering, different works of mixed media pieces are placed throughout the room, all sharing a central subject: vintage telephones. Each telephone is a mishmash of different objects that represent different ideas, such as the “Texting Telephone,” a retro telephone combined with an old typewriter, and the “Daydream Phone” which utilizes a sewing machine and old Candlestick-style telephone.

The next section is dedicated to his two-dimensional works, which are paintings and drawings with different subject matters that reflected his view of the world.

The first sets of paintings are watercolor sketches of animals with industrial schematics of different machines to represent the skeleton of each animal.

According to Estevez, man made machinery is “a projection of our own being,” thus we are inspired by our own design to make things like sewing machines, which he related to a chicken pecking the ground.

The next set are minimalist mixed media paintings revolving around existential concepts, like “El arte de la política”, which translates to the art of politics. This piece displayed multiple puppet-like figures in straight rows with black triangles at their core, and over all of them was a larger figure that seemed to be impaled by the triangles, as if it were lying on a bed of nails.

Supplementing the work were dozens of large pages from Estevez’s sketchbook that showed scenes that he has imagined and reinterpreted through quick sketches.

“My work is part of my limited experience,” Estevez explains, “so it is my visual life, what I feel or dream; [it] is a way to say it.”

These are just some of the many diverse pieces on display that expressed Estevez’s worldview and attracted many art lovers, both associated with FIU and not.

Camila Miorelli, a senior art history major who was working the event, explained that it was a great turn out for the exhibition.

“I think it’s because all the artists here [on display] are great, and this event had very good coverage,” Miorelli said.

Hailey Dun, a third year student from Johnson and Wales University, came to view the art for herself.

“All of his pieces are very interesting and make you think about what he’s trying to say: it’s one of the more unique contemporary art galleries I’ve been to,” said Dun.

Estevez’s industrial inspired works, along with many other pieces in the gallery can be seen at the Frost Art Museum from Sept. 12 through Jan. 3, 2016.

See Art, Page 5

‘That’s the Spirit’ strays from metalcore roots

Reinventing oneself is a risky choice in the music industry and can lead to career suicide. Despite this, long-time British rockers Bring Me the Horizon have chosen to completely alter their image and style with their new album “That’s the Spirit,” released on Friday, Sept. 11.

Although Bring Me the Horizon’s previous album “Sempiternal” strayed far from their metalcore roots, “That’s the Spirit” deserves its own spotlight. The 11-track album is one of the band’s best.

The painful lyrics of “Sempiternal” are centered around self-hate, depression and various other emotional issues. This is unsurprising, given that singer Oliver Sykes was addicted to the drug ketamine prior to writing “Sempiternal.” In “That’s the Spirit,” Sykes tackles his demons in a brighter light, reflecting his new sober life.

The first few lines of “Shadow Moses,” a single off “Sempiternal,” are: “Can you tell from the look in our eyes/We’re going nowhere/We live our lives like we’re ready to die/We’re going nowhere” Compared to “Throne,” a single off of “That’s the Spirit,” one can see the improvement of Sykes’ emotional state: “The sticks and the stones that/You used to throw/Have built me an empire/So don’t even try/To cry me a river/Cause I forgive you.”

One main reason why “That’s the Spirit” deserves the five stars it has received in many reviews is the lyrical impact of each song. Impactful songs include “Oh No,” where Sykes writes about former addictions, “True Friends,” where he touches upon betrayal and “Avalanche,” where Sykes mentions suicide and mental illness.

Although “That’s the Spirit” consists of material that is emotionally heavy, other songs lighten the mood. Songs such as “Happy Song” and “Avalanche” achieve this change in tone through various instruments. Syke’s anger and sadness, combined with the sound of instruments that convey hope, creates an album that can be listened to over and over again.

Even though Bring Me the Horizon has left their metalcore and deathcore roots in the past, the band has matured.

Bring Me the Horizon is currently on tour with PVRIS and Issues, stopping by Florida on Thursday, Oct. 1 at the Hard Rock in Orlando. Tickets are available on Ticketmaster.

life@fiusm.com
Super foods to power your super semester

Exams and quizzes have already begun and by now you probably have at least one due date for a major paper. The sleepless nights become endless and the pressure builds up. It leaves us wishing that there was a way to get through the week.

Well, the foods you eat can help a lot. As a matter of fact, there are a few delicious, natural foods that can help you concentrate more. A healthy diet is one based on variety. All foods have different nutritional value and provide certain health benefits for the human body. There are some foods that are healthier and better used for a specific bodily functions and more specifically, the mind.

Here is a list of superfoods to sharpen your mind:

**Tomatoes**
Tomatoes are a great source of antioxidants because they contain lycopene and Vitamin C. They are good for the brain because they help protect against free radical damage to cells. For an on-the-go snack, take a tomato and cut it in half. Add a pinch of salt and eat it like an apple or an orange. After all, it is a fruit.

**Eggs**
Eggs are a great source of protein, which is an amino acid found in almonds. It has the ability to cross the blood-brain barrier where it stimulates the brain to induce adrenaline. Almonds are also high in riboflavin, which is known to boost memory. So, keep a pack of almonds in your bag and enjoy a healthy snack during those late-night study sessions.

**Almonds**
Phenylalanine, which is an amino acid found in almonds, has the ability to cross the blood-brain barrier where it stimulates the brain to induce adrenaline. Almonds are also high in phenylalanine, which is known to boost memory. So, keep a pack of almonds in your bag and enjoy a healthy snack during those late-night study sessions.

**Berries**
To enhance cognition, coordination and memory munch on some berries. Blueberries improve the potency of neuron signals. They are also known as the “brain berry,” and are considered a super food when eaten in their natural form.

**Choline**
Choline has been found to increase the size of neurons, which helps them fire strong electrical signals.

**Fruits**
Fruits are an excellent source of vitamins and minerals. They are also considered a super food when eaten in their natural form.

**Eggs**
Eggs are a great source of high quality proteins and are rich in vitamins and minerals. A nutrient called choline, found in eggs, improves the memory center in the brain. Choline has been found to increase the size of neurons, which helps them fire strong electrical signals.

**Brains**
Brains need proper nourishment. This nourishment is vital to creative thought, positive mood, memory and good overall health. It’s no surprise that your diet affects how you think, feel and remember. Get creative and prepare combinations that are easy to snack on when you need a little boost.
WELCOME HOME, BOYS

FIU highly favored against North Carolina Central University in home opener

JACOB SPIWAK
Asst. Sports Director
jacob.spiwak@fiusm.com

If there’s one thing I’ve noticed about this year’s FIU football team, it’s that they’re nothing like the team of a season ago. Sure, they returned a lot of starters and Ron Turner is still the head coach; however, the mindset and maturity of this team has changed drastically in a positive way.

You could tell how much different this team is than they were last year just by looking at their first game in each season.

In the 2014 season opener, FIU played an incredibly sloppy game and were upset by FCS opponent Bethune-Cookman University.

This year? FIU had a Week 1 upset of their own against the heavily favored University of Central Florida Knights.

Despite their close loss at the hands of the Indiana University Hoosiers over the weekend, the 2015 FIU Panthers are the real deal.

This year’s team shouldn’t have to worry about losing against FCS schools like they did last season, which brings us to this weekend’s home opener against the lone FCS team on FIU’s schedule: the North Carolina Central University Eagles.

Coming off a heartbreaking loss last week, FIU should be more motivated than ever. NC Central is (on paper at least) the easiest opponent that they’ll face all season, and the Panthers need to win games like these if they want to make a Bowl Game this winter.

NC Central opened their season with an impressive 72-0 rout of St. Augustine’s University, though in their first game against a Division 1 opponent last week they were shut out by Duke University 35-0.

Although the Eagles looked great in their season opener, the Panthers are still a heavy favorite.

The key for the Panthers to avoid a colossal upset this weekend is to move the ball productively and limit turnovers. Turnovers killed them against Indiana, as the Hoosiers scored a touchdown off each of the 3 FIU turnovers in the game.

Against an inferior opponent such as NC Central, however, they should have a much easier time holding onto the football. Though they weren’t all his...
Swimming and diving aim for repeat title

LOUIS AGUDELO
Contribution Writer
sports@fiusm.com

We have a lot of things to accomplish, and a lot of things to get done, to repeat as champions,

Randy Horner
Head Coach
Swimming and Diving

FIU's swimming and diving team have a feeling that they are the best in the country, something that Horner began doing “more so out of necessity,” considering most student athletes in the U.S. are coming with the dream of going to school like the University of Florida, or FIU’s big brother, the University of Miami.

“They grow up wanting to have the Gators on their chest,” Horner said.

Horner, because of this, has been forced to go across country lines for recruits, but it’s become a bit of an advantage for him. His recruits have always been head and shoulders above the competition, and this freshman class looks to be no different. He’s not letting it go to his, or his swimmer’s, heads, though.

“We have a lot of things to accomplish, and a lot of things to get done, to repeat as champions,” said Horner when prompted about his confidence in his team, all the while, reinstating his pride and high expectations for the athletes in his pool.

He has a long history of winning, earning the Missouri State High School Coach of the Year Honor. This is why he and his team don’t have any specific meets circled on their schedule, as each is just as important as the last. The only real point of extra emphasis, would be C-USA championships, for obvious reasons. It looks as though FIU has no real competition in it’s own conference, besides of course Rice, “perennial champions” as Horner says. As far as the rest of the conference and division one, “I think we have to look out for all of them, in the future - on paper, it doesn’t look like they’re a threat, but FIU wasn’t a threat two years ago either.”

FIU swimming and diving looks to carry this sort of chip on their shoulder into, and through the season, on the road to repeat. Their first meet is Saturday, Oct. 3, so they have just over two weeks to finish getting ready, but with Horner at the helm, that won’t be much of a concern.

FIU highly favored to win

OPENER, PAGE 6

fault, quarterback Alex McGough was responsible for all three of FIU’s turnovers against the Hoosiers. His status is still uncertain after leaving last week’s game early with an undisclosed injury, but there is optimism that he’ll be able to play on Saturday because he was taking first team reps at practice this week.

Regardless, I think they’ll pick up a lopsided victory against NC Central. Not quite the 55-point blowout that Duke handled to NC Central last week, but I don’t think FIU will have too much of a problem in this one.

At the end of the day it all comes down to talent, and FIU simply has more talent than NC Central.

The Eagles have some great players on their team, most notably their star linebackers Reggie Hunter and Jordan Miles, but the Panthers have more playmakers on both sides of the field.

The playmaker with the most potential is freshman Anthony Jones. He showed flashes of what he’s capable of against UCF, but I think this week we’ll finally see him worked into the offense even more.

If Jones is able to get significant playing time along with McGough’s top targets Thomas Owens, Jonna Smith, and Ya’Keem Griner, this offense should look incredible in Saturday’s game.

Prediction: FIU defeats North Carolina Central 41-6. You can never underestimate an opponent no matter who they are, but I’d be shocked if the Panthers weren’t 2-1 going into their Conference USA opener against Louisiana Tech on Sept. 19.

FIU FOOTBALL
vs. N.C. CENTRAL
SATURDAY, SEPT. 19
6PM @ FIU STADIUM

GAME ADMISSION AND PARTY DECK ACCESS...
FREE FOR ALL
STUDENTS WITH
FIU ONE-CARD

Senior quarterback Quinn Billerman prepares to throw a pass for North Carolina Central University. FIU faces NCCU in their home opener Saturday, Sept. 19.
The University will celebrate its Hispanic student population during Hispanic Heritage Month from Monday, Sept. 16 to Wednesday, Oct. 14.

The national commemoration recognizes the contributions and heritage of Hispanics and Latinos across the country. Hispanic Heritage Month typically starts Sept. 15 and ends Oct. 15.

The Biscayne Bay Campus Student Programming Council will host different events throughout the month, including discussion panels and a “Pachanga by the Bay” concert. Panels include topics on race and identity in Haiti and Dominican Republic as well as the significance of black populations in Mexico and Peru.

“It may say we touch on sensitive topics, but it’s important because it’s current happenings right now. We like to get students’ input and thought on the matters at concern,” said Kaytien Franco, marketing assistant for BBC Campus Life.

Franco said her favorite event is the Hispanics in the Media Roundtable, where students will be able to network with professionals in the Hispanic media industry. It will take place Tuesday, Sept. 22 from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Wolfe University Center room 224B.

They will provide insight and encouragement in all media fields such as print, marketing, advertising and broadcast, said Franco.

“I hate to be biased, but since I helped coordinate the event, this will have to be one of my favorite events,” she said.

Speakers include staff from the Miami Herald, the Dream Team Agency, a Latin public relations agency and Grizelle De Los Reyes, School of Journalism & Mass Communications professor.

“I’m very excited. This is a celebration but also an opportunity to educate. All students are welcome, this is not limited to Hispanic culture,” Franco said.

Beats & Da Beat and Bachamambo will perform at the “Pachanga by the Bay” concert, which will also feature a first-ever “La Hora Loca” fiesta hosted by DJ Zog, Thursday, Sept. 24. It will take place at the Panther Plaza from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.

There will also be a Don Momolgo food truck at the event where first 50 participants will receive a food voucher. Free tickets are available at spcpachanga2015.eventbrite.com. Admission to general public is at $10.

The event has shown to be a student favorite bringing in the largest crowds, said Franco. Discussions on race and identity in Cuba will take place Tuesday, Oct. 13 hosted by the Black in Latin America Series. It will be led by Harvard University professor Henry Louis Gates Jr., an American historian, filmmaker and writer.

There will also be a showing of the film “Furious 7,” which follows Dominic Toretto (Vin Diesel) and Brian O’Conner (Paul Walker) and a rogue special forces assassin. It will take place at the WUC room 157 at two different showings, 12 p.m. and 5 p.m.

Students surround the Panther Power Tailgate table in Panther Square for a chance to win t-shirts, cups and more Sept. 15 to prep for the FIU vs N.C. Central game.
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Students surround the Panther Power Tailgate table in Panther Square for a chance to win t-shirts, cups and more Sept. 15 to prep for the FIU vs N.C. Central game.
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